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The Game in brief 
In this game, a human community will become the site of a battle between chthonic 

Brain Bugs and Cyber Minds from the stars. Both of them will occupy hapless humans, 

and control their every action. The victor will be the side that can possess the humans 

that are placed highest in the hierarchy. 

Meanwhile, the humans are trying to figure out what is going on. If they ever find out, 

they are sure to do everything in their power to fight the intruders. 

Standard setting: A world of Knights and Knaves 
The standard setting for this game is a medieval world of feudal lords, royal courts full of 

etiquette and intrigue, and a church with the pope as the supreme leader – under God, 

of course. In this setting, there are no biologists to examine the Brain Bugs, no physicists 

to measure the energy emissions of the Cyber Minds, no aliens from science fiction. 

Instead, there is superstition, witch hunts, and a belief in angels and daemons that the 

Brain Bugs and Cyber Minds are sure to fit in. 

Feel free to use other settings, though. 

Declaration of War – the players 
To play a game of Brain Bugs vs. Cyber Minds, assemble a total of five players (including yourself). You will 

also need: 

 Dice! Probably 10-15 each of d4, d6 and d8. 

 15 small pieces of paper, 10x10 cm or so. 

 Some chips, counters, or tokens of some sort. 

 Pens and paper.  

Decide who will be the Cyber Minds, who will be the Brain Bugs, and which of you will be the Human Host. 

The Brain Bugs will be playing together against the Cyber Minds, while the Human Host will be a sort of GM 

or arbiter of the game.  

When roles have been assigned, the Brain Bug and Cyber Mind Players will make their characters: 

1. Make a description of what makes you unique. 

2. Describe your particular Benefit. You get to decide, but the other players can veto your choice if 

they don’t think it’s appropriate. 

3. The opposing players assign a particular hindrance to you. They get to decide, but you or other 

players can veto if you don’t think it’s appropriate. 

A note on vetoes and compromise: this game may be adversarial in structure, but it’s a game to be played 

with friends, and which should keep you friends! If anyone considers a suggestion inappropriate, 

unbalanced or unfair, you should talk until you find an outcome that everyone can accept. The Human Host 

should take a strong hand in mediating. 
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The Brain Bug Brood Queens 
Two of you will be Brain Bug Brood Queens. From deep in the earth, the Brood Queens 

have sent forth their warriors to infiltrate the brains of humans to defend their age-old 

dominion over Earth. 

Brain Bugs are creatures very much of biology. As such, they rely upon the physical 

attributes of their host. Their benefits and hindrances are usually physical and biological 

things, such as special plants or animals or special conditions in the landscape. When they occupy a human 

being, the body of the human will slowly start to change and become more bug-like as they become more 

and more Inhuman.  

The Cyber Mind Mainframes 
Two of you will be playing Cyber Mind Mainframes, sent to Earth to include the planet in 

a universe-wide network of racial computer, calculating the Great Questions. The 

Mainframes upload Trojans to take over human minds and add them to their “wetnets” 

of biological terminals.  

Cyber Minds are very much creatures of energy and mind. As such, they rely upon the 

mental characteristics of their host. Their benefits and hindrances are usually mental or social things, things 

that deal with the programming of the host, such as particular rituals or modes of thought. When they 

occupy a human, the mind of the human will slowly begin to change, and they will exhibit strange energy 

phenomena as they become more and more Inhuman. 

The Human Host 
One of you will play the Human Host. The human host represents the myriad of human life, the humans 

that play hosts to the battling forces.  

The Human Host player will be acting, both on behalf of the humans in the game, but also as an arbiter and 

almost-GM, whose job it is to mediate discussions and keep the game running. 

The Awareness Countdown  
The Human Host should make an Awareness Countdown counting down from 20. This can either be boxes 

on a piece of paper, or it can be a stack of chips that you remove one from every time you mark the 

Awareness Countdown. When the Awareness Countdown reaches zero, the human Cast Members as a 

whole become aware that something is happening. When this happens, the Human Host may use all Cast 

Members to act against his opponents, and may pool the stats of several Cast Members in one roll. 

Benefits and Hindrances 
Make a card for each Benefit and Hindrance, and put a token on it. This represents it being charged and 

usable. A Benefit/Hindrance can contain a maximum of three charges. 

Reserves 
All sides have reserves that they can use to add dice to rolls. The Cyber Minds and the Brain Bugs start with 

five tokens per side. The Human Host starts with no tokens. 
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Surveying the Battleground – the Setting and the Cast 
This game takes place in a human community of 15 people (the Cast Members of the story), locked in a 

tight hierarchy. Each time you play you should create a new location, but if you continue the story, do 

explain the location’s relationship with your previous locations. 

Creating a setting is a two-step process: first you sketch out the venue, describing what kind of place it is, 

and what sets it apart from other places, then you create the 15 human Cast Members that will feature in 

the game. If necessary, the setting may include other humans than the Cast Members but you should make 

only passing reference to these.  

Sketch the venue 
Create a venue following these steps: 

1. Decide on a type of location. This could be as feudal village, a monastery, a castle, or maybe even a 

ship at sea. The location should be one that has a strong hierarchy, with one person at the top. 

2. Decide what sets this location apart from others of its type. Is it a village in the grip of winter, a 

monastery that has grown lax in its virtues, or maybe a ship lost at sea? 

3. Briefly make sure you agree on the nature of the hierarchy in the setting: who will be at the top, 

who will be in the middle, and who on the bottom? Don’t start making actual Cast Members yet, 

but define the rough categories of people one will find. If your setting is at a castle, will you have 

royalty at the top and knights at the bottom, or will it be the nobles at the top and servants at the 

bottom?  

4. Both the Brain Bugs and the Cyber Minds get to define one Benefit this location provides them (one 

for each side, not one for both players on each team). The other players can veto suggestions they 

consider inappropriate. 

5. Both the Brain Bugs and the Cyber Minds get to define one Hindrance this location provides their 

opposing side. The other players can veto suggestions they consider inappropriate. 

6. Finally, the Human Host gets to define one Benefit that the human Cast Members have in opposing 

the incursion of the alien forces. The other players can veto suggestions they consider 

inappropriate. 

Creating the Cast 
After sketching out the venue, it is time to create the Cast of 15 humans that inhabits the venue. Lay out 15 

pieces of paper of about 10x10cm (index cards or similar will do fine) in a pyramid with one piece in the top 

row and five in the bottom. Each piece of paper of paper will represent a Cast Member, and their position 

in the pyramid represents their Rank within the venue – the top card has a Rank of 5, the bottom five have 

a Rank of 4.   

Now start going round the table, starting with the player to the right of the Human Host. On their turn, a 

player will define a Cast Member: 

1. Take one of the pieces of paper. 

2. Write the name of the Cast Member at the top of the paper: “Sir Archibald”. 

3. Write a brief description of the Cast Member below: “the wizened and surly captain of the Duke’s 

guard.” 
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4. Write three short attributes of the Cast Member: “Faded Strength, Old and Shrewd, Set in his 

Ways”. 

5. Assign a Physical/Mental Stat pair to the Cast Member from your side’s list. Cross it off the list. 

6. Put the card back in its place in the hierarchy. 

The sides have the following pairs of stats that they can assign to Cast Members (listed Physical/Mental): 

 Brain Bugs: 5/1, 5/3, 4/2, 4/3, 3/2, 3/2 

 Cyber Minds: 1/5, 3/5, 2/4, 3/4, 2/3, 2/3 

 Human Host: 2/2, 3/3, 4/4 

A note on relationships: while creating the cast, you are encouraged to create Cast Members with obvious 

relationships to others, in particular to those of their Rank, and to those right above and below them in 

Rank. For instance, Sir Archibald probably has a right hand man, who in turn may have a squire. You may 

wish to rearrange Cast Members within the same Rank to make it obvious who is subservient to who. At 

the same time, you should make sure that people of the same Rank are more or less each other’s equals.  

Injury, Awareness and Inhumanity Marks 
During the cause of the game, a Cast Member may be marked with three different kinds of marks: Injury, 

Awareness and Inhumanity Marks, all of which affects the Cast Member in certain ways. Each kind of mark 

has its own symbol, which will be noted on a Cast Members paper. 

 Damage Marks are noted with a capital X. Injury denote both physical and other kinds of “damage” – 

words can hurt you just as much as sticks and stones! Regular Cast Members will be Crippled at two 

damage marks and are taken out at three, while Occupied and Aware Cast Members are more hardy, and 

so are Crippled at three and taken out at five. Crippled Cast Members halve their Stats, rounded up, while a 

cast member who is taken out dies or otherwise leaves play. If an Occupied Cast Member is taken out, the 

Brain Bug or Cyber Mind inside is forced out. 

Inhumanity Marks are noted with Δ (a triangle). Inhumanity marks denote how much an occupied 

Cast Member has been taken over by the Cyber Mind or Brain Bug that rides them. More 

Inhumanity Marks mean that the Cast Member becomes a more powerful vessel, but also that 

unoccupied Cast Members around them start noticing that something is wrong. A Cast Member 

with ΔΔΔ will immediately alert unoccupied Cast Members to the fact that something about them 

is inhuman. 

A Cast Member is marked with a Δ whenever the Cyber Mind or Brain Bug riding them channels 

inhuman powers through them. See Changing Blows, below. 

Awareness Marks are noted with a Θ (a Greek letter theta, or you may use an eye, or just a circle). 

Awareness Marks denotes how aware a given Cast Member is of the secret war. A single Θ means 

the person is suspecting that something is going on, ΘΘ means the person has some inklings of 

what is happening, and ΘΘΘ means the Cast Member has become Aware of what is happening. A 

fully Aware Cast Member counts as being Occupied by the Human Host. They are very resistant to 
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being occupied by Brain Bugs and Cyber Minds, and can only be Occupied when Crippled. In all 

cases, the Human Host can use Awareness Marks like Brain Bugs and Cyber Minds use Inhumanity 

Marks. 

The Human Host may mark Θ on a Cast Member whenever they witness inhuman phenomena and 

survive the experience. Whenever anyone marks Θ, also reduce the Awareness Countdown by 

one. 

Joining Battle 
Now it is time to start the game. During the game, Cyber Minds and Brain Bugs will take turns setting 

scenes in which they try to gain the upper hand over their opponent without alerting the humans to their 

presence.  

The Human Host, meanwhile, will set scenes featuring unoccupied cast members. Initially, these will only 

be “mood scenes”, fleshing out the different Cast Members and elaborating their lives. No rolls can be 

made. Whenever anyone marks Θ, though, the Human Host may set scenes showing Cast Members 

with Θ or ΘΘ trying to fend for themselves or to solve the mystery. And when a Cast Member 

becomes Aware, the Human Host may use that Cast Member as if it was occupied, striking directly 

at the Cyber Minds and the Brain Bugs, and initiating rolls on their own.  

The first scene will be set by the Human Host, and will introduce us to some of the Cast Members, and set 

the tone of the Venue. The Human Host should ask the other players to assist by playing different Cast 

Members.  

After this, start taking turns. No side should set scenes twice in a row, and the Human Host should set every 

fifth scene.   

Entry scenes 
Both the Cyber Minds and the Brain Bugs will need to set scenes of how they enter the venue and occupy 

their first Cast Members. For these scenes only, they get a bit of a break: they get to occupy one character 

without rolling any dice. They simply designate a character and set a scene of that character being 

occupied. 

The players can’t choose just any characters to occupy, though. Each side can occupy Cast Members with a 

total rank of 4, meaning they can both occupy Rank 2 Cast Members, or one can occupy a Cast Member of 

Rank 3, and the other can occupy one of Rank 1. 

Further scenes 
After this, the players will set scenes of the Cast Member they occupy moving about the venue. The player 

setting the scene will describe where the scene takes place, who is present, and what is going on. If any 

players object to the way a scene is framed – such as the presence of a certain Cast Member in the scene – 

mediate until everybody can accept the scene as framed. 
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During the scene, Cyber Mind and Brain Bug players will control the Cast Members they occupy, while the 

Human Host will control the unoccupied Cast Members – the Human Host should feel free to ask other 

players to take on playing any Cast Members, though, following directions from the Human Host. 

Each scene will culminate with a dice roll being declared (see below). When this dice roll has been resolved 

and the result narrated, a second dice roll may be declared if the situation merits it – that is, if the situation 

has not been resolved. No scene may contain more than two dice rolls. If the situation is not resolved after 

the second dice roll, come back to the scene at a later time. 

Changing Blows 
Each scene will culminate with a dice roll being declared, and it may go on to a second dice roll. When a 

dice roll is declared, the current player gathers the basic dice pool. You then go around the table, allowing 

all other participants to add dice to the pool if they wish. Then you roll all the dice, determine who’s won, 

and play out the end of the scene. 

Declaring a roll 
A roll should be declared whenever the active player tries to do something dramatic that may not succeed. 

All rolls should fall within one of these types: 

 Getting Physical: Fighting or grappling, body to body.  

 Challenge: Trying to prove your superiority over someone, trying to gain possession of something, 

or trying to prove that you are right. Can be mental (an argument, a discussion, a staring contest 

etc.) or physical (a duel, a race, etc.) 

 Inhuman Challenge: Using inhuman powers. Also, trying to take over a new host, or trying to force 

your opponent out of a host (only if the host is crippled).  

 Hiding: What it says. 

 Finding: The opposite of the above. 

 Plotting: Doing things while alone/unopposed that will help you or hinder someone else in the 

future. 

Assembling Dice 
Whenever a roll has been declared, start by assembling a basic dice pool, based on the stats of the Cast 

Members involved. Which stats you use depend on the kind of roll: 

 Getting Physical: Physical + Rank for both. 

 Challenge: Physical+ Rank OR Mental + Rank, depending on the challenge. Both use the same stats. 

 Inhuman Challenge – Brain Bugs: Physical + Rank+ [# of Inhuman Effect Marks (Δ)]. Cyber Minds: 

Mental + Rank+ [# of Δ]. The Human Host defends with whatever the challenger uses. 

 Hiding: Mental + opponents Rank for both. 

 Finding: as above. 

 Plotting: Mental+ Rank (sometimes Physical+Rank). Plotting is unopposed. 

… while the kind of dice depends on the type of player:  
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 Brain Bugs use: d4  

 Cyber Minds: d8  

 Human Host: d6  

In other words, if a Brain Bug with Physical 2, Rank 3 Gets Physical with a Cyber Mind of Physical 3, Rank 3, 

you would take 5d4+6d8. 

To this, add dice for any advantages a player may have, and deduct dice for any disadvantages. All sides 

may also bring Hindrances or Benefits to bear. For a Hindrance, spend a charge and deduct two dice, for a 

Benefit, spend a charge and add three dice. Remember to use this during narration. 

After assembling the basic dice pool, all players, starting with the active player and ending with their ally, 

will have a chance to add dice to the pool using their reserves. How many they can add depends on 

whether they possess a character in the scene. 

A player who are occupying, or who has an ally occupying, a Cast Member in the scene may add as many 
dice as that Cast Member put in the basic pool: their Stat [Physical/Mental] + Rank. If they add more dice 

than their Stat, they mark the cast member for Inhuman Effects (Δ).  
o If the player has already marked the Cast Member for Inhuman effect, they may add 

additional dice equal to [# of Δ]xRank. The Human host adds half that number of dice, 

rounded up. 

 A player not occupying a Cast Member in the scene may add up to three dice to the pool. 

 The Human Host can also add dice to the pool: 

o If the roll involves an unoccupied Cast Member, the Human Host may add dice as if they 

were occupying that Cast Member. 

o For each other unoccupied Cast Member in the scene, the Human Host may add a die. 

o For each Cast Member in the scene who has one or more Awareness Marks (Θ), the Human 

Host may add [# of Θ]x Rank dice to the pool. 

Rolling and Resolving 
When everybody has had a chance to add dice to the pool, the active player rolls all dice. Each side now 

counts their successes. The different sides count different numbers as successes: 

 Brain Bugs count all results of 1-2. 

 The Human Host counts all results of 3-4 (only 3 on d4) 

 Cyber Minds count all results of 5 or above (and results of 4 on d4). 

The side with the most successes wins the roll, and chooses the outcome, depending on the kind of roll. 

Find the margin of success between him and his closest opponent, and look below: 

 Getting physical: Mark your opponent with an injury (X), and choose one. For every three points of 

your margin of success, choose one more:  

o Mark your opponent with an extra injury (x) 

o Mark another Cast Member in the scene with an injury (x) 

o Give yourself an advantage (+3 dice on another roll) 

o Give your opponent a disadvantage (-2 dice on another roll) 
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 Challenge: Choose 2. For each three points of your margin of success, choose one more: 

o Reduce your opponent’s Rank by one. 

o Increase your Rank by one. Choose this only if your opponent was at least the same Rank as 

you at the beginning of the scene, and if there is “space” at that rank (see Creating the 

Cast, above). 

o Mark your opponent with an injury (X) 

o Mark your opponent with an Awareness Mark (Θ) (if they have fewer than you), and 

reduce the Awareness Countdown by one. 

o Reduce the Awareness Countdown by 2 (only if your opponent has at least one Δ). 

o Erase a Θ from your opponent. 

o Increase the Awareness Countdown by 1 (only if you have at least ΔΔ and your 

opponent has at least Θ). 

 Inhuman Challenge: Choose one. For each three points of your margin of success, choose another. 

In addition, mark Δ, and mark Θ on all unoccupied Cast Members that survive the scene. 

o Possess your opponent (only if they are an unoccupied Cast Member with less than ΘΘ) 

o Force your opponent to unoccupy their host (only if your opponent is an occupied 

Cast Member) 

o Mark your opponent with two injuries (XX).  

o Kill any unoccupied Cast Member in the scene.  

o Gain advantage equal to 3+ [# of Δ] dice. 

 Hiding as the active player/Opposing Finding: This Cast Member may not be framed in any scene 

with other Cast Members until you do so, or until Found. In addition, choose 1. For each three 

points of your margin of success, choose one more: 

o Erase one Injury (X) 

o Erase one Δ 

o Reduce the Awareness Countdown by 1. 

o Increase the Awareness Countdown by 1. 

o Gain advantage of +3 dice 

o Mark Θ 

 As the opponent to Hiding (Or when Finding): Choose two. For each three points of your margin of 

success, choose one more: 

o Mark your opponent with an injury (X) 

o Mark Θ (only if your opponent had at least Δ) 

o Reduce the Awareness Countdown by 1 (only if your opponent had at least Δ) 

o Increase the Awareness Countdown by 1 (only if your opponent had at least Θ) 

 Plotting: Choose two. For each three points of your margin of success, choose one more: 

o Give someone (including yourself) an advantage of +3 dice.  

o Give someone a disadvantage of -2.  

o Add 1 to the Awareness Countdown. 

o Recharge a hindrance or benefit. 

Meanwhile, the losers add tokens equal to their # of successes to their reserves. 
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To the Victor! 
The game ends whenever: 

 Either the Brain Bugs or the Cyber Minds have decisively won. 

 The Human Host has managed to drive out both the Brain Bugs and the Cyber Minds 

 Everyone has framed five scenes. 

 Your time is up. 

The winner is the side who occupies the highest total rank. 

Hall of Fame 
Any surviving Aware or Occupied characters may be added to the Hall of Fame. These may be introduced in 

future games. They add 1 to Physical, Mental and Rank. 


